OFFLINE CREATIVITY
FOR ONLINE PEOPLE

FIVE

REASONS TO TRUST IN
PLANILANDIA

One
We know the needs in online business
and we offer creative solutions to offline
media. Oh Yeah !
TV/Press/Radio/External Advertising

Two
You know the importance of investing in Inbound
Marketing and Real Time Bidding.
Why do not you discover how powerful TV is?

Three
We are specialists in creating direct response
campaigns, because startups and online
business do not always have second chances.

Four
Carrying out our creative productions allow
us to save costs. Because, we know
you do not always have “the great budget”.

Five
Although you do not know us, a decade working
with startups and online brands has given us
more success than headaches.

THEY HAVE PUT THEIR TRUST IN US

OUR REFERENCES

Marta Navas

Beatriz Oficialdegui

Sora Sans

Marketing Manager Twitter Spain

Marketing Director Destinia

Manager Online Marketing
Tiendanimal

“Professionalism, trust and experience.
Working with Planilandia, you feel they
are part of your own team and they do not
stop until getting an excellent result”

“We have been working with Planilandia
for more than 9 years and they are synonymous with efficiency, speed, creativity
and, more importantly, focused on results.
They are a strategic piece in our day to
day, being able to trust them to 100% and
delegate without worries. Totally recommendable if what you are looking for is a
partner that helps you to grow in results “.

“Planilandia is the answer to the question:
Who do I call to get a direct response spot
that, besides being original, really works?
They are the proof that well-built creativity
impacts and sells. They are fast, efficient,
transparent and able to understand the
needs of the customer. Delightful with
their service from start to the end. “

SUCCESS CASE

Your Online Travel Agency.
Planilandia, since 2008, is the creative agency for Destinia Global Travel Group.
In these years, we have carried out creative communication for the different companies of this group. The most remarkable is Destinia.
Irreverent, fun, amusing, cheerful, witty, this is how we see Destinia and this is how we have tried to create and reflect their image in
TV spots, press campaigns, radio, online, street marketing, external campaigns, etc.

SEE SPOT
La Habana

Credits
Title: “Vente al Caribe” // Brand: Destinia // Customer Contact: Beatriz Oficialdegui // Creative Agency: Planilandia // Producer: Planilandia
Creative Directors: Diego González and Aníbal de la Fuente // Account Executive: Marina Hermo // Executive Producer: Aníbal de la Fuente. // Director: Diego
González // Photography Director: Juan Carlos Quintana // Postproduction y FX: Planilandia // Pieces: Spot 10 // Media: TV and Social Networks

SPOTS TV

BRANDING

The intervention of Planilandia in the production of TV spots has involved,
not only the creativity and direction, but also the integral production in all
of them.
“Triki, triki, triki” spot in 2008, was a new beginning in TV, that keeps so
alive as the first day. Another example of it is our new campaign: “Travel
to the Caribbean” focused on providing notoriety and direct response to
Destinia.

As an advertising agency for all the group brands, our work has not been
limited exclusively to advertising. The development of a recognizable
branding, has been, from the first day, one of the main points in which we
have worked in external and internal level. We have generated a visual
identity and communication tone, both capable of translating brand values.

SEE SPOT

SEE VIDEO REBRANDING

SEE SPOT ORIENTE MEDIO MEDIO

STREET MARKETING
Visibility on the street is vital for the recognition and positioning of any global consumer brand. In Destinia, the need to be present on public roads, airports,
and high traffic places is highly valued. We have created actions and creativities for outdoor or external advertising and street marketing with different nature;
provocative canvases for facades of buildings, subway and bus campaigns, interventions at airports and joint actions on the street and social networks, such
as the “Rescue the Minibar” campaign.
SEE VIDEO “Aromas que te
harán viajar a La Rioja”

SEE VIDEO “A La Rioja
con Destinia”

SEE VIDEO “Making-Of
Creatividad Puerta del Sol”

GRAPHIC CAMPAIGNS
The most representative press in
Spain has included periodically
different graphic campaigns of
Destinia. Under the guidelines to
communicate the different offers
and promotions with a recognizable
graphic line, we have always tried to
do it with wit and humor. Some of
them, such as “Travel to North Korea”,
or “Space Travel”, have been news
in different TV and radio programs,
generating controversy and notoriety
in Social Networks.

#YearOnTwitter
Since 2013, Planilandia is the reference creative agency for Twitter in Spain.
Since then, there have been numerous communication and branding
projects that we have developed, providing in each case our creativity and
love for design.

#YearOnTwitter, with this hashtag, Twitter has wanted to compile in a
video the most outstanding and relevant within the social network in
Spain, during the year 2016.
In Planilandia, we have carried out concept, development and production.
We feel very proud of this project and it shows the close work relationship
between Twitter and Planilandia.

SEE VIDEO

Is it a dog or a duck?
If you have a pet and you still do not know Tiendanimal you are lost. It will be one of the
most visited websites by you.
They are “number one” online pet product shop in Europe. They put their trust in Planilandia to jump to TV
advertising. A campaign focused on a media strategy for TV and Internet. It was composed of three spots
with humor. In a funny way, it leads the viewer to the idea of whatever your pet is, in Tiendanimal, you will
find everything you are looking for.

SEE SPOT
Perropato

SEE SPOT
Gatortuga

SEE SPOT
Pezriquito

Mattresses manufacturer and online shop, with more than 30 shops in Spain.
They trust in Planilandia for TV advertising campaign focused on 3x1 promotions.
Creativity was developed for 2 spots (20” and 10 “) and was adapted to Sale Point Communication.
As a focus of creativity, we proposed a direct 3x1 promotion in a funny way, with a touch of surrealism.

SEE SPOT

SEE MAKING OF

Credits
Title: “El Canapé” // Creative Agency: Planilandia // Producer: Planilandia // Creative Directors: Diego González and Aníbal de la Fuente
Account Executive: Marina Hermo // Executive Producer: Aníbal de la Fuente. // Director: Diego González // Photography Director: Juan Carlos Quintana
Cameraman: Juan Carlos Quintana // Styling: Chesan // Styling and make-up: Iban Barcenilla // Actor and actress: Marta Velasco y Manuel Setién
Postproduction and FX: Planilandia // Making of: Jorge Ruiz Preciado

French travel metasearch engine, Liligo belongs to the international travel group eDreams Odigeo.
With presence in more than 44 countries and 16 million of users.
In Planilandia, we had the honor of being the selected as their creative agency to carry out the launch in Spain.
The campaign was composed of a TV spot in 20 and 10 seconds versions, and an adaptation for canopies and exterior supports.

SEE SPOT

SEE MAKING OF

Credits
Title: “El Teletransporte” // Creative Agency: Planilandia // Producer: Planilandia // Creative Directors: Diego González and Aníbal de la Fuente.
Account Executive: Marina Hermo // Executive producer: Aníbal de la Fuente. // Director: Diego González // Photography Director: Juan Carlos Quintana
Cameraman: Javier Serrano // Camera assistant: M Ángeles García // Sound Technician: Oscar Martínez // Styling: Chesan
Styling and Make-up: Iban Barcenilla // Actors: Andy Fukutome and Benito Lamadrid. // UI Design: Rafael San Emeterio // Postproduction y FX: Planilandia

“Ekilibria”
The supermarket group Eroski relied upon Planilandia to carry out the production of two spots for “Ekilibria” campaign.
It is based in a new online free service and pretends to improve healthy feeding in consumers. They want to guide
healthy eating habits based on the shopping list.

SEE SPOT

SEE SPOT

Créditos
Title: “Ekilibria” // Creative Agency: Planilandia // Producer: Planilandia // Creative Directors: Diego González and Aníbal de la Fuente
Account Executive: Marina Hermo // Executive producer: Aníbal de la Fuente // Director: Diego González // Photography Director: Juan Carlos Quintana
Cameraman: Juan Carlos Quintana // Camera assistant: Paula Santillana // Styling: Chesan // Styling and Make-up: Iban Barcenilla
Actors: Marta Velasco, Manuel Setién, Isabel Ceballos, Daniela Conde // Locutions/voices TodoJingles // Postproduction y FX: Planilandia

The largest online reseller of flowers and gifts from Spain, and one of the most significant in Europe, count on Planilandia to
make its first appearance on TV.
The creative campaign was created to get a direct consumer response for Valentine’s day. We made six versions of the spot
with the same message and different main roles to represent different profiles of the consumers.

SEE SPOT 1

SEE SPOT 2

SEE SPOT 3

SEE SPOT 4

SEE SPOT 5

SEE SPOT 6

SEE MAKING OF

Créditos
Title: “San Valentín” // Creative Agency: Planilandia // Producer: Planilandia // Executive Directors: Diego González and Aníbal de la Fuente
Account Executive: Marina Hermo // Executive producer: Aníbal de la Fuente // Director: Diego González // Photography Director: Juan Carlos Quintana
Cameraman; Hermes Marco // Casting: Planilandia // Styling: Style Agency // Actors: Exclusive Madrid // Postproduction and FX: Planilandia // Making of: Jorge Ruiz Preciado

E-Shop Ventures
It was the company behind several and most important online resellers in Spain.
Through their most popular brands, they offered a huge catalog of products of all kinds; clothes, decoration, food, etc.
In 2015, after a creative contest involving several agencies, they trusted in Planilandia to develop a TV and radio campaign,
for their most important online shops: Mimub, El Armario de la Tele and Mamuky.
The first idea was simple, a 10 seconds spot campaign to get a direct consumer response, with the chance to change promotions during the year.

SEE SPOT MIMUB

SEE SPOT EAT

SEE SPOT MAMUKI

Créditos
Titles: // Mamuki: “El Dudú” // EAT: “La Tv y el Armario” // Mimub: “La llave Allen” // Creative Agency: Planilandia
Producer: Planilandia // Creative Directors: Diego González and Aníbal de la Fuente // Account Executive: Marina Hermo
Executive Producer: Aníbal de la Fuente // Director: Diego González // Photography Director: Juan Carlos Quintana
Voice actors: Sergi Carles and Txell Aixendri // UI Design: Rafael San Emeterio // Postproduction and FX: Planilandia.

Real Racing Club
Planilandia was the creative agency
of Racing de Santander from 2008 to 2012.

Planilandia was the creative agency of Racing de Santander from 2008 to 2012.
During these years, Planilandia was responsible for its advertising campaigns.
Some of them, “Ready to Europe” and “Winner will” with presence of Severiano
Ballesteros, have had international repercussion. Both cases were finalists in
International Advertising Festival of Football.

“You must believe in yourself and be convinced
to play to win”

SEVERIANO BALLESTEROS

WINNER WILL

LET´S DREAM TOGETHER

Probably, one of the most emotional and remembered advertising
campaigns of Racing de Santander. With the title of “Winner will”,
and starred by the Cantabrian and golf player Severiano Ballesteros,
we tried to embody in his figure the values and feeling of effort that
always have characterized the club. The spot was issued in the sports
section of the main TV channels in the world.

SEE SPOT

SEE MAKING OF

Pedro Munitis, former football player of Racing and former
international football player with Spanish Selection, was in
charge of “Lo llevamos dentro” campaign for 2008-2009
season. The creativity presented the radiography of one of the
most charismatic players in the history of the club with real
white-green heart.

SEE SPOT

READY FOR EUROPE

YOUR MOTIVATION IS OUR POWER

The only presence of this club in the European League, was in 2008.
This fact deserved a celebration, for that reason, we carried out a
campaign that tried to reflect the team spirit essence. This campaign
was finalist in the International Advertising Festival of Football,organized by the LFP in Madrid.

The 2010-2011 campaign was based on work and previous
efforts of every components of the club, including the fans,
before the start of the league. The effort, improvement and the
shout of a fan, were some of the ingredients that composed this
creativity.

SEE SPOT

SEE MAKING OF

SEE SPOT

WE ARE RACING
The oldest and newest members joined in the Racing feeling in this emotional
spot. The spot represents the importance of history and passion of team fans.

SEE SPOT

SECOND ROUND
“Only in the field the pressure becomes a struggle” was the main message
that was transferred in the campaign. This project was carried out during
the day and the moments before one of the most decisive football matches
for salvation of the club in first division.

SEE SPOT

more than 10 years of experience

OTHER PROJECTS
Branding / New Technologies / Street Marketing

Branding
We are enthusiastic with Branding and everything
related to corporate communication. We have
carried out projects from the conceptualization of
brands and products, to the design and final art. We
have made works for very recognizable companies
such as Twitter or Destinia. Moreover, we have also
helped many “startups” to start from the beginning
with recognizable and remarkable image, covering
all points and levels of communication for offline
and online support.

New Technologies

Street Marketing

The use of some emerging technologies like virtual reality, drones or augmented
reality, among others, it has motivated us to explore advertising possibilities to
develop innovative projects as well.

In order to be different and be creative in any support and place, we have
made another projects that use less conventional concepts. For instance, we
have taken subway passengers to far places through smell, taste and touch,
putting big suitcases in airports in traffic areas, and we have covered whole
facades of emblematic buildings.

Definitely, our background with more than 10 years, makes us see advertising communication in a global way,
and gives us strength, efficiency and adaptability in projects we develop in Planilandia.

AFTER WATCHING OUR PRESENTATION THE
ONLY THING YOU HAVE TO DO IS CALL US ;)
Aníbal de la Fuente
Director-Partner
anibal@planilandia.com
620 94 45 41
+34 942 03 63 84
info@planilandia.com

SANTANDER
C/ Calvo Sotelo 5
Principal Dcha. 39002
MADRID
C/ Marqués de Monteagudo 20
Oficina 1, 28028

Youtube

Vimeo

Twitter

Facebook

www.planilandia.com

